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A luxury faucet to adorn your bathroom

Sparkling crystal glass and finest surfaces
like gold or platinum are the noble components of Crystal – the Queen of Faucets from
the Steinberg factory. The new collection from
Düsseldorf brings sanitary luxury beyond the
usual faucet design into your bathroom. Excellent materials, perfect craftsmanship and
high-grade processing make for exquisite
one of a kinds in a limited edition.
All Crystal faucets are crafted elaborately by
hand, with love for detail and exceptional care.
This requires prodigious skills on the part of the
Steinberg craftspeople, yet also patience on the
part of their customers, as it takes a good eight
weeks to produce such a faucet. This is because
the handles of these luxury faucets are made
from mouth blown and hand-cut crystal glass.
To achieve a uniform shape of the glass bubbles
in handwork, the glass is manually inflated and
permanently turned at the same time. Air bubbles and fine streaks in the glass body resulting
from this process are not a flaw but rather proof

of the higher quality compared with pressed
glass. Subsequent cutting by hand gives the
glass the distinctive brilliant Crystal look with the
perfect optical refraction. Finally, all edges are
polished for a flawless touch. Small differences
in glass thickness, cut and edges make each
Crystal unique. ‚Each Crystal handle is put to a
thorough manual quality check. Out-of-tolerance
deviations in material, shape or cut will cause
the handle to be uncompromisingly discarded‘,
explains Steinberg factory CEO Marcus Löhnert.
The handles shine in Diamond, Frozen, Rosé,
Black and Royal Blue versions. Thanks to the
cut facets, each version shows fascinating plays
of light with exceptional intensity, still magnified
by exclusively finished surfaces matched to the
handle‘s reflections. Customers may choose
between five different mirror bright polished
surfaces: Gold (24 carat), Platinum, Chrome,
Polished Brass and Champagne. ‚Our Crystal
series is to create timeless one of a kinds of stable value for discerning customers, individualists
and connoisseurs of exquisite design, who place
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emphasis on luxurious high-end decor also in
bathroom and spa‘, says Löhnert. Depending on
the respective version, the exquisite faucets sell
for up to €5,000.
Steinberg GmbH
The business develops and manufactures faucets and mixers for bathroom and kitchen, as
well as accessories and equipment, and meanwhile markets 17 different product lines.
Steinberg faucets unite perfect form and timeless design with functionality, innovation and
high-grade materials. This philosophy has secured the business a safe position in the sanitary
trade, and has won Steinberg already a number
of design awards. Steinberg GmbH has been in
operation since 2002, has a staff of currently 57
and achieves an annual sales volume of €20m.
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